~ Ten Mariner School Knots ~
~
Knot Competition: 4 min / 10 knots
Eyes closed. One Hand. On Too Short Rope

~

The Ten Mariner School Knots
1. Figure eight
2. Clove hitch
3. Bowline
4. Sheet Bend
5. Half hitches
6. High way man's hitch
7. Reefing knot
8. Shorting knot
9. Doubled loop bow-line

~ Kahdeksikko
~ Siansorkka
~ Paalusolmu
~ Jalus- ja Lippusolmu
~ Ulkosorkka ja puolisorkat
~ Vetosolmu (=vetonaula)
~ Merimiessolmu
~ Lyhennyssolmu
~ Kahden paalun paalusolmu

10. Monkey Fist

~ Apinannyrkki

~*~

1) Figure Eight - Kahdeksikko
◦ Stopper Knot ◦ (alternative uses: join two ropes ◦ Fixed loop)

2) Bow Line - Paalusolmu
◦ Fixed loop ◦ Relatively weak knot: the strength of the rope decreases to 40 %, and becomes hard
to open on thin strings ◦ Still, one of the most significant knot among sailors, known as the “King of
Knots” ◦ Variations make it stronger & more efficient

3) Clove Hitch - Siansorkka
◦ Hitch rope to a bar ◦ Jams & opens easily (in tugging & pulling especially) ◦ > Never use alone /
straightly on a bar when there’s pull / tugging on the rope > secure working-end e.g. with a halfhitch

Or like this (with loops,
ends of rope not needed):

4) Sheet Bend – Jalus- ja Lippusolmu
◦ Hitch rope to a same type of line ◦ Easy to use & learn ◦ Always make a loop with the bigger rope
and the knot with smaller (Big rope in picture: red) ◦ Opens easily itself > When there’s pull /
tugging, use two rounds (doubled) ◦ Short ends on same side!!! – otherwise no hold in the knot

Sheet bend above, below with double round

Continue to the other round:

5) Half Hitches – Puolisorkka ja Ulkosorkka
◦ A Clove Hitch turned on the rope itself ◦ A few simple variations makes this hitch very secure &
easy to use – used widely e.g. to tie a fender to reeling ◦ Two basic hitches can be used to secure
working ends combined to other knots ◦ As it is, may get stuck, but holds well in stable pull

The Trick is: to do 2 times the same hitch, exactly in the
same way – not reversed!

This is correct!:)

This is wrong!:(

Half Hitches (enchantments) – Ulkosorkan parannelmia
◦ Make half hitches more reliable and trustful with a few simple adaptions:

ANCHOR HITCH – make two
rounds on the bar, and take the
1st half hitch through the loop.
Continue as normal 2nd half
hitch. This gives the knot very
strong & reliable adaption – yet
it’s easier to open than normal 2half-hitches.

ANCHOR HITCH (known also as Anchor Bend)

TO TIE FENDERS: Another variation of half hitches is to
make 3 rounds around the bar, and then continue as
normal 2 half hitches – this knot is known as Fender
Hitch, as a number of small vessel mariners yachts use it
for tying fenders on the side of the boat. It’s fast to tie &
open, yet reliable enough for regular use.
I call these extra rounds as “load rounds” or “tugging
rounds”, as they take the load away off the knot.
You can use the tugging rounds for your benefit also
when lifting or lowering loads on the water. (Note! If the
rope must run freely or to be fast-to-take, tugging
rounds are the worst in place there – they may give
Fender HITCH (= tugging rounds and half-hitches)
however just enough tension to the rope depending on
how many rounds there are!) In theory, enough rounds
would keep any load that the rope can take without a
single knot in the end.

My recommendations: tie the rounds for fender to top
of themselves (making X-form), and hitch the reeling leg
in also of the knot. That prevents the fender to move
sideways.
Enough rounds around a bar would in theory keep
rope in place in any load without a single knot
(Don’t try – may need more rounds than the length
of the rope allows).

6) One Pull to OPEN - High way Man’s Hitch –Vetosolmu (Varkaansolmu)
◦ Ultimate fast to open AND to tie ◦ Holds well on a tough, stable pull ◦ Used by mariners in a
heaving line to pull mooring rope ashore

The Trick is: Only 2 loops: One- by the standing end, Twoby the free end.
Make both loops tight separately as you tie. Last picture:
blue arrows show the direction to tight the second loop.
Red arrow shows how to open.
I’ve seen this knot been tied under half-a-second – that’s
skill of knotting that I call art.

7 Reefing Knot (Seaman’s Knot) – Reivaussolmu (Merimiessolmu)
◦ This knot is NOT for joining two ropes together ◦ Beautiful, but holds NOT in a continues pull ◦
Good to use when there’s no power/pull in the lines ◦ Holds well shoe lances for example, instead of
“reverse reefing knot” (the unskilled man’s knot) ◦ On thin ropes (if there’s pull) goes very easily
stuck

Short ends same side!
The Trick is: The one, which is below (or above) there in (1), goes below (or above) also on (2). Pictures below

1
2

The wrong way! (Thief Knot)

8 Shorting Knot –Lyhennyssolmu
◦ Some why, I’ve never used the knot since on field ◦ You can, as the name says, shorten a line with
this knot, or skip a broken / weak part in emergencies . ◦ Can be used also as two-loop knot in
middle of the rope

1) Make three loops, all the same way turned. 2) Spread the middle loop through the outer loops, one from
above, one from below (so that they become “blocked” by the outer loops in pull 3) Now just secure the
system by e.g. half-hitches on the two circles

Half-hitches =
clove hitch around
itself

Below: Alternative way of securing: half-hitch by the circle around the
rope. This might be even better way of securing the knot.

9 Doubled Bow Line – Paalusolmu kahdella lenkilla
◦ Start as normal bow line but do by bight, and then just flip the loop over itself

~*~

Summary:
Never leave a knot without purpose on a rope! A knot will always reduce
the strength of a rope / line. There are multiple variations to tie certain
knot – learn the best for you. Many knots can be tied both: without a
working end or by a working end. Figure out what knots can do this and
what not, and learn both different ways of tying those knots in that sense.
Use bights whenever the rope is too long for using the working end.

Hitches – to tie rope to a bar
Bends – to join two ropes
Knot – something tangled in a rope

Hitches can be whether tied straight to the bar, or make a few rounds and
then tied to the rope itself. It’s many times better to use rounds and then
tie the “knot” to the rope itself. It gives better friction to hold, and as there
are the heaviest pull on the bar (not in the knot itself), the rope is also easy
to untie.
Secure all working ends by half-hitches to the rope where there’s no
straight pull / tugging on the rope.
If the knot must be fast-to-open, many times pull-off knots (as High-wayman’s hitch, or more simply, single half-hitch with a pull-off end secured
lightly) work the best for short time use. Think also is if it’s better to leave
the “tugging rounds” away  for example, a rope around a rough skinned
tree is not easy to pull off back to the boat from distance. In that situation,
I would use just a bight to tie the boat before leaving, and pull it easily on
board from the boat. (Both working ends ready in boat).
For long-term lashing, however, remember to make tight and secure and
allow enough room in the rope for knots.
Sometimes you miss length of the rope. Learn most vital knots all knots in
any kind of ropes, lines, (thin, thick, slippery skin etc) and try also if you can
tie it on extreme short and thin ropes.

Holding rope like this give you more
“strength” and ability to handle the
line when on load. (Compare to
“usual” style below)

This is good when
actively lifting, but
not for holding or
standing-by. See
picture above.

Take care of your ropes - the ends should always be whipped nicely. That
saves lifetime for the rope, is tidy & beautiful, but also a SAFETY issue.
That’s the beginning of the art of knotting.
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Z- or S- laid rope? Check it out like
this (picture above)! Fingers and
strains give you the answer: this
rope is Z-lay!
Twist

Bight

Standing end
Z-lay = RIGHT HANDED = Clockwise
(away from beholder)
Loop (upside,
left round)

Working end

Ships propeller: same principle,
propeller rotation seen from beaft

